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THE1FFECTIVE SCHOOLS MOVEMENT: STUDIES, ISSUES, AND APPROACHES

Introduction

In the early 1970s, educational researchers started systematically

examining schools in an attempt to dispell a public perception

created in pa by the educational research. community, itself
1
-- that

schools had liittle effect on students' achievement and success-when

compared to the effetts that their family background and socioeconomic

situation had. The initial goals of these examinations were to'deton-

strate that some schools do have a beneficial effect on Students'
4

achievement-and success and to identify factors controllable in-the

schools that influence that achievement and success
2

.

For the most part the studies and report& that resulted from these

investigaticr; met these goals. Study after Study described, schools

that-were effective and named characteristics which seemed to be asso-

ciated with that effectiveness. As this evidence seemed tg mount,

however, there came aShift in emphasis from theory and research to

policy and practice. The discovery of schools that were effective

iirespective of the family, social, or economic conditions of thetr

students, brought on a movement to use these effective schools and

their charaCteristics as models for school .improvement.. Askthis

1
For example, some of the conclusions repotted by Coleman et al.

1966; Jencks et al. 1972; and various National Assessment of 4
Educational Progress (NAEP) reports, for example, NAEP, 1977 and NAEP,
1979. 4

2
See for example, Brookovetet al. 1978; California State y

Department of Edutation, 1.977; Edmonds; 1977; Rutter et al. 1979; and
Weber, 19714

.
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movement gained momentum, effective schools studies became so influ-:

ential that they were used, in some cases, as a basis for far-reaching

educational policy decisions and large-scale school improvement

initiatives
3

. In short, they were used as recipes foPcreating effec-
.

tive schools.

Recently, however, a number of questions have.been raised about

effective schools studies. 6 growing number of authors are pointing

out,that, although the stu4ies' results seem to make. sense and seem to

be on the right track, there are-serious'limitations to them.

What follows is a brief ovetview of some issue's stemMing from

questions raised about foureffective schooli studies which; in the

opinion ofpany, suggest that.these studies should not be used as

recipes for creating effective schOols. It should be noted that no one

(including this authot) believes.that these studies are wrong or poorly

done. On the contrary, most look at the results and conclusions of

these studies as providing, insights into-school effectiveness and

success that can-benefit school improvement. ,The issues ontlined in-
.

this overview are not'meant, to diminish these contributions. Rather

they are raised as a caution, to practitioners and policy makers against

using these .studies as recipes ft3r .creating effective schoOls.

r3
For example, Ronald Edmonds (1981) has described several large-

scale initiatives bdsed on effective schools studies undertaken in New
York Oity, Milwaukee, St. Louis, New JerSey, and Connecticut. Both
Dale Mann (1980) and Daniel Levine (in a-personal communication,
December 10, 1980) have asSerted that the number of these effective
schoks improvement initiatives seems to be growing.

2
N.
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Four ttudies and Four Iisues

Four studies of school effectiveness seem to 'have exerted a great

deal of influence on educators and the results Of these studies are the

ones most typically underlying school effectiveness improvement initi

atives. These studiea are the ones reported by BrOokover and Lezotte

(1979), Edmonds and Frederiksen (1979)., Phi.Delta Kappa (Duckett et al.

1980), and Rutter et al. (1,979). There are four issues, however,
_

associated with these studies which limit the degree to which they can

be used as recipes r creating effectbap-schools.. These-isdOes have

to do with:

the definitions of "effectiveness";

the match between specific findings and general
,concluSions;

e reliability of the results; and

the pradticality of using the findings and
conclusions.

Definitions of Effectiveness

The first.issue that limits the usefulness of these studies and

/that practitioners often overlook when attempting.to translate the

results into improvement initiatives centers on the question, "What'

doea'effectiveness' mean?" In.these four studies, there is a great

deal of variety in the Way this question is answered. Each set of

authors seems to have a different concePtion of an effective school.

Inqkact, Lech uses a different term to descr9e it (see

Illustration 1),

3
or'
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Term

Deeinition

t".

Improving Schools

Brookover &
Lezotte (1979)

Schools which between 1974 and
1976 showed an increase of
5% or more -of fourth grade
'students who could master at
lease 752 of the objectives
tested by a math and reeding
test While simultaneously..
showing a 5% decrease in the
onet who could only master
less than 252 of the same
objectives.

.

Illustration 1

Effective Schools

Edmonds E.

Frederiksen (1979)

Schools where more than half
of the sixth grade students
scored at or above the 75th
percentile on a verbal
aptit'Ude'teat. .

Exceptional Schooll

Phi Delta
Kappa (1980)

Schools that shOwed a positive
change in any one or a combina-

o tion of: 'student achievement;
stUdent nttitudes toward school
or themselves as learners;
teacher attitudes toi.lard school
or students as learssrs;
community/parent attitudes
toward school.

Schools-That Differ.

Rutter et al.,
(1979)

11
Schools that were different
in terms of studente-exam
success, attendance, behavior;
and delinquency rates.

.



Edmelds afid Fredetiksen, for example, define effectiveness rather

.narrowly, linking it to scores on verbal aptitude tests. Broekover and
.

and reading test scores.

view effectiveness more

teaher, and parent

behavior, and"

Lezotte see it as a funCtion of improved math

The Phi Delta Kappa authors aneRutter et al;

broadly than this. The former include studertt,

attitudes while the lattef look at attendance,

de\Unquency rates in addition to test scorea. Even where thete seems

to be some coMmonality -- that the Inclusion of- 'improved

'academic schievement in each'definition there is still conSiderable
L-4\

variety. In each study, the gauge and focus of that achievement are

quite different: from percentage increases in readingfaptitude

(Edmonds and Frederiksen), to simultaneous 'increases andfdecreases..in

math and reading test Scores (Brookovet and Lezotte), tO passing grades

om national 'comprehensive examinations (Ruttet et al.) to a pot^puurri

of school-determined, standardized, and curriculum-specific test

results (Phi Delta Kappa).,

The issue has nothing to do with whether any ofthese definitions

are better than any others. Nor is there any issue over whether these

definitions are good ori'es, or even appropriate ones. The issue is

whether these definitions have enough in common to be seen and used as

if they described one Unified concept, "effectiveness." For the most

part, they do not. *They seem to vary according to what the authors

think-are important outcomes of schooling. Imseme'cases, they focus

strongly on improved basid skills achievement; in other cases, they
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Include other dimensions"sUch as enhanced self-conqfpt ahd high rates

of attendance. This variety should alert practitioners to avoid trying

to generglize a state of school effectiveness based on these studies.

Rather,Tractition'ers Should reebgnize that school effectiveness may be

an.id osyncraiic concept. It may be different for 'different schools

and for different schbol districts.. It may-be focused narrowly on.

basic skills achievethent as most effective schools initiatives are4.

Or7it may go beyond basic skillS achievement-to include OutcoMes which

'many authors believe to be equally impottant.such as the ability to,

solve problems, apply information, adapt to new social situations,
,

so on.
5

1h short, practitioners need to develop their own concept of

effectiveness tailored-to their particular situations.

Match. Between-Findings and Conclusians

Each df-the four studies noted above includes_a summation, a set
11111-

of gen al:conclusions which, in effect, describes ehhracteristics of

"effe tive" schoolsv The issue of Match'revolves around these charae-

teristi s, how well they match from study tO study, and hoW accurately

they refl ct the-specific findings of the research contained in the

studies (see Illustrhtion 2).

Although he characteristics with which these authors conclude

their studies seem in some cases to be similar to each Other, they do:

4
See for exaMple, the New.Jersey Edncation AssociAtion's Urban

EduCation*Committee report to the Delegate Assembly (May 16,.1981),
Ronald gdmonds',reMarks as reported in Report onEducation ReSearch
(Inner,City SchOols ,1980., and Dale Mann's remarks at the.Third Tn-
State Conference on ImprovingBasic Skilla,(1980):

, 5See for examPle, Banks, 1979; Brimer et al. 1978; Eigerman, 1980;
Lightfoot,, 4978.
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Study
kover
te (1979)

schools accept

I llus trat ign .2

Edmondq.!

(1981)%

Clarity that pupil

c,=.1pir

Br

Lez

Improvi g

Characteristics

and emp
importa
master
and ob

Staff f improving
schoo believe all
.stude ts can master
the b sic skills

objec /yes aild they
bell the principal.
shar s this belief;

asize the
ce of basic skills
as prime goals
ectives;

Staf
sch
st

wi

of improving
ols expect their
ents will go on
their education;

, S ff of improving
s hoo,ls do nol make

cuses: they assume
esponsibility for
caching basic skills

and are committed to do
so;

Staff of improvine
schools spend more time
on achieving basic \
skills objectives;

(continued on°
next page)

acquisition of the
basic school skills

.

takes precedence over
all 'other school

activities;

A 'climate of expectation
which no%children

are permitted to fall
below minimum but
efficacious levels of
achievement; '

Strong administrative
leadership yithout
which the disparate
elements of good schobting
can be neither brought
together nor kept
together;

Presence of a means by ,
which pupil progress can
be frequently monitbred;

An atmosphere that is
orderlyiwithout being
rigld, quiet without

' being oppressive, and
. )generally corducive to

the instructional business
at hand.

Phi Oelta-
KaPP6 (1980)

A Successful schools
are charafterized
by clearly stated
curricular goals and
objectives;

The leaders' 2tti-
tudes toward urban
education and expec-
Xations for school
or program' sucCess
determine the impact
*the lztier on excep-
tional schools;

The behavior of of the
designated schodl or
program leader is crucial
in determining school
success; .

Buccessful,urban schools
frequently employ
technioves of individual-
ized instruction;

Structurea learning
environments art partic-
ularly successful in
urban classroomd;

(continued on next
page)

Rutter et al
(1979)

Outcomes were better in
schools where teachers'
-expected the Children-to
achieve well;

Outcomes were better in
schools that provided

pleasant'working conditions
for the pupilS;

Outcomes were better in
. schools where immediate,
direct praise and approval were
the prevelant means of classroot
feedback;

,";

Outcomes were.hetter i schools
where teachers present d
themselves as pos.itiv role

models demonstrating punctuality,
concern for the- physical well-
being of thescHbol building,
concern for the emotional well-
being of the pupils, and reatiraint.-

, in the use of physital punishmentl

ChildreR's behavior'was better iR
schools where teathers were -.

readily available to he consulted
by childten about problems end
Ohere many childr6n were seen,11
teachers;

.

(ontinued on next page)



Study

tharacteristics

Illustration 2
(continued)

Brookover
14zotte (1979)

Principals at improving
schools are assertive instruc.-
tional leaders and discipli-
narians, and they assume
responsibility for the
evaluation of the achievement
of basic skills objectives;

Staff at improving
schools accept the concept
of acCountability and are
involved-in developing (or
using) accountability models;

Teachers at improving schools are
not very satisfied or cqmplacent
about the status quo;

There is more parent-initiated

contact and involvement at improving
schools (even though the overall
amount of parent tnvolvement is
less);

The compensatory education
programs in improving schools
de-emphasize paraprofessional
involvement and teacher involve-
ment in the,seleetiool, Comp-Ed-
bound students.

Edmonds' characteristics are drawn from a 1.ater0report.

Edmonds*
(1981)

4P

Phi Del/
Kappa (1980)

Reductions in adult/child
ratios are aSSociated with
positi've school performance;

Successful schools are Often
supported with special project
funds from fed,raI, state, and
locai sources;

Sucgessful urban schools are
characterized by high levels of
parental contact with the school
snd parental involvement with
school activities;

Successful schools frequently
use staff development or in-
service training programs to
realize-Their objectives;

The greater.the spesificity or,
focus of the training program .

in terms of goals or processes,
the greater the likelihord of
its success;

Resource and facility manipula-
tions alone are insufficient to
affect School outcomes.

0*

They do not come from his and Frederiksen^a\l\179 st-dy.

4

Rutter et al.,
(1179)

Outcomes were better in
-trchriols where a 4igh

"fproportion of children
, held some kind of
position Of responsibility.
1,11 the-school system;

school's atmoarlere
influenced.posi-

:ctiVely by4the'degree
;,*(! which it functions
Nt45. g cOherent,whOle,

41:0 agreed ways of'doing
lAiiinga which are consist-
.sent throughout the i'chool

h," which iave.the general
14upport o 11 staff.

, rr

,
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not match. The number of illaracteristfcs is-different in each study.

Also: the.char'acteristics that 8eem similar ar4 expressed differently.
a

Lastly, some chiractqristics seen ap "indispensable" by some authors 7--

for example, strang- administrative leadership -- are not Included at .

_ .

,

all by others.

This absence of match from study.to study poses anlobstacie for-.

practitioners who attempt to nise these dOnclusiona'as a recipe.
6.05. - .

Without more unanimity about which characteristlics contribute t o p

school's effectiveness, it is difficult to know vhich characteristics'

to use as a focus for improvement. And, the sttldies offer.little

guidance far selecting the mast appropriate.

A more seriOus obstacle is the low degree of match between some

stUdies' conclusions and Vir specific findings. .A.Careful compatison

showA that 'BroolCover and Lezot;p, Edmonds and Frederiksen, and the Phi0

, .

,Delta Kappa authors seem to have done quite a bit of interpretation

when translating their findings into conclusions.

1: % For example both Brookover and Lezotte and the Phil)elta Kappa

.

authors based their concl8sionsion specific findings from a variety of

data sources - interviews, questAonnaires, cape studies, expert
4

opinions, and the like.. Taken_altagether, the speqfic findings'of

these different data sou ceS indicate literally dozens of charac7.

teristics associated with school effectivenes6. Eveni4Ccounting for'
.___-..

repetition, the specific findings pf these studies show many more'
. d -

characteristics than those listedtin the studiee sumiariea. -Also, the

characteristics listed as the findings of each data soukke are much

aye specific and detailed-than the characteristics in-either set oi

9

\
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conclusions. 'Moreover, there is no indication in either study how the

summary statements were distilled from the larger,-more detailed body

of results. The conclusions are interpretations of.the results, but

the authors do not explain how they made them. 6

Edmonds'and Frederiksen present another kind of problem regarding

the match between specific results and general conclusions. They

conclude their study with 21.characteristics which describe an-

eclectic varieiy of phenomena from number of guidance counselors to

number of land acres. These apparently reflect heir research findings

and in this study -- there are no further. conclusions. In an

earlier work, however, Edmonds lists five "indispensable" character- '

.isticsof effective schools 7 These five characteristics appeEir again,

in two more recent discussions. 8 Their are the ones listed in

Illustration 2 and are probably the most well-known characteristics of

effectiveness. These characteristfis are.not the ones thatEdmonds hnd

Frederiksen list in their 1979 study. In the.1979-study, they. list

: characteristics that are pare specific; also they list more of them and

they cover more dimensions Of schooling. These five do not seem to

6
More/recently, Brookover (1981) has gone further and named

4twenty-one characteristics of schools with "effective school learning
climates" divided into three categories -- ideology, organizatiOn, and/
instructional practices. Although this new list draws,on both the
specific findings and general.conclusions of the 1979 Study, some
characteristics have been dropPed (e.g., the one involving teacherselection of Comp7Ed students) and others added (e.g.:,,presence of
cooperative team learning).

7
Edmonds, 1978.

8
Edmonds,. 1980 and Edmonds, 1981



come from the longer 1979 list. lnd, it is unclear, what iesearch was

used to arrive at these five characteristics.

In sum, the degree to which the.overall coUc*Sions Of these four;,.14v.,

studies patch each other, match their-specific findings, and are dgiv-

ed from the specific findings deserves attention,. Particularly if they

are to be used as a basis fon creating effective .schools. Practi-
.

tioners should be aware that these studiesShow that there are matiy

characteristiCs of effectiveness and that not all of themwpear in all

-the schools studied. In fact, the studies seemhto show that

"effectiveness" involves many diverse characteristics. Quite possibly

these characteristics are idiosyncratic to ,specific schools. In fact,
,

it May be that there is no one set of universally appliCable character-
',

istics of effectiveness even though some of the tame characteristics

may'apply in differentl situations. When creating effecitv, schools,

practitioners would do- Well to uSe the characteristics outlined in the

studies as a framework. However, they also should look for character-
, v/

istics that may go beyond those described in the studies and which may
4

have greater influence in their:school or district. So in addition to

developing their own concept of effectiveness tailored to their own .

situation, practitioners should develop their own, list of character-

.

Istics of effectiveness. These too should.be tailotito fit the

situation.

Reliability of.iesults

Objections that have been raised about the reliability of these

studies' results also should encourage practitioners to go beyond them

when attempting to Create'effective schools. One objection hasto do

4.



with the measurement of academic achievement. Simply stated, theie is

a question as to,whether the scores of the standardized, norm-

,

.referenced tests typically used to measure aCademicr.achievement in most

of these studies are/adequate indicators of.achievement, Because these

tests do not neces arily reflect a particular school's individual.

curriculum focus or Achievement goals and because they are often

presented as school-wide or district-Wide Averages, many haVe expressed

skepticism over their usefulnesS as realistic barometers Of a scflool'S

effectiveness.

Other objeetions question aspect§ of the .studies',research tech

niques and strategies.

A'fiumber of Author6,1or example, have noted that the studies use

methodological approaches which maY color, both speCific. findings and

general conclusions. Questions over the studies' use of survey;,

student test results, intervieWs, and questionnaires as data sources

have been raised in this regard. Issues of sample sizS and selection

procedures also have contribUted to the queAtion of the reliability of

the studies' findings.
10

There is even some question whether the major

goal of these studies, isolating a set .of factor's of effectiveness,,

contributes to the unreliability of their findings. 11

See for exaMple, Bridge, Judd, and. Moock (1979); Brimer et. al.
(1978); Madaus et al, (1979); and Cuttace (19.82).

:

10
See for example, Brimer et al.

al. 1979; Rowen et al. 1982; Scott and
1982; and Walberg, 1982.

11
See for examile, Cuttace,

1982.

1978;, Cuttace,- 1982; Madaus et

Walberg, 1979; Tanner and CeIsoi

1982; Rowen et al. 1982; and Walberg,

12



Although in some cases technical, these issues are nottxrpial.

They illustrate the need for a more-than-casual analysis Of these

school effectiveness studies before using them as recipes to create an

effective school. The issues -- and the authors who raise them --

suggest: th t these studies:might have had different conclusions had
61.

differenetest instrumentObr methodological approitches been used.

This.implies that there may be-alternative Cbnclusions about what mikes

a school effective and that there may be alternative waYs to Make it

that way. In fact, there are many otherstudies of student achieve-

ment, school-effectiVeness, andl4factors.that influence both which do

draw different conClusions. 2 Practitioners should be...aware of these.
:

alternatives and e ready to weigh each improvement option they igg eSt

carefully before

initiative,

selecting which will be the focus of an'improvement

Practicality 91f the hdings and Conclusions

"The fin 1 issue assbciated with these studies is prObably the most
7

crucial. T e issue is vhether the results and conclusions of these

studiee can be put into practice and it revolves around questions of

causality. and interaction.

Ovet and over again in the course of. their descriptions, the

authors' of these studies emphasize that they are_outlining correlations

(ones that occur at the same time), not.cauaal relations (ones that

/
12
See for example-, Benbow and Flaxmsn, 1980 and 1981; Glasman and

84niaminov, 1981; Gordoni 1979; and Walberg, 1982.



make each other happen). 13_
The significance of this distinction is an

imliortant one for practitioners. It means that these studies' results

and conclubions should not be interpreted qs a recipe for creating an

effective schOol for the Authors'themselves cannot be sure that a

school is effective because it has the characteristiCs described.
14

Most of the authors are candid.about this and all warn against using

the.finaings as a recipe. It is a warning practitioners should not

ignore.

. Practitioners 'Should not ignore another.significant caveat, from

the authors of these. studies -- a caveat about the interaction of -

characteristics. 'In outlining their reaults all of the authors-either

state or suggest strongly that it is the interaction of characteristics

ihai leads to.higher atudecit achievement:and success and to school-

effectiveness. Some go even further,-rioting a number of

characteristics that were not included in their studies that they feel._

-are involved in this interaction.15

(-This stress on the importance of interaction adds another psialgem for

13
Rutter et al. 1979 say their results show correlations that

"infer" causal relations (p. 181). This statement has,been the
source,of much of the criticism of their work (See for example,
Cuttace, 1982).

14
Some like Rowen et al. 1982 even suggest the opposite: that

certain characteristics exist because the school is effective or.

becguie Studeneachievement Is high.

15
Rutter et al. mention a baence between academicallTable and

academically less able student.pbOulations. Brookover (1984) .:Mentions
cooperative team learning. EdmottW(1981) alludes to interest,.
support, and assistance from state or district educational agencies and
their personnel.



practitionera. In effect iritroduces a new characteristic of effec-,

tiveness the.intaraction itself. Although all of the studies say

this interaction is critical to school effectiveness, none are specific

about the nature of this interaction. Moreover, pone offer any guid-

ance for helping practitioners develop it or take advantage of it.

Yet it is fairly clear from these studies that a synergistic

approach is the best one for creating an effective school. /*That ,is,

practit3oners must lobk not only for the impact of individual charac-
1

teristics.On their school's effectiveness, but also for the way those

% characteristic work together. And, they must not focus only on maxi-
.

mizing the influence of each characteristic but.rather on maximizing

the influence of all the characteristics as-they interact -to resUlt in

an ective school,

Conclusions

Effective schools studies have provided educational practitioners

and polièy makers with nearly overwhelming evidence that effective

)
schools exist. They have described many schools thatTrobablY influ-

.

ence student achievement and success as-much,as.or more than family

background and soCioeconomic situation. But they have not provided

praCtitioners with.a retipe for creating effective Schools.

School effectiveness seems to be a'complex phenomenon and creating
a

an.effective schOol is likely to be a complex process. It is not one

that can e undertaken by follOWing a recipe. The effective schools

studies are usefuL however, becauSe they proVide aframework which

practitioners Can combine with their own knowledge about their own
.0

schools to:

15



o determine the best definition'Of effectiVeness for a
school;

o decide, which school outcomes are or should be
associated with the definition;

seiett school-focused indicators of success that
reflect the definition for each mit-come;

assess the school to identify characteristics that
promote this success or prevent it and determine haw
the characteristics influenCe each other; and

deVelop a school-based plan to Maximize,the charac-
teristics as they interact toljromote schoOl
effectiveness.

-A

Effective schools seem to exist. Hundreds of them have been

described. . Each one's effectiveness, however, seems to represent an

intricate -- perhaps idiosyntrtic phen'amenon which,4in turn, is

probabiy the result%of latricate.-- perhaps idiosyncratic -- processes.

As yet, there saTe no recipes for creating effective schools.
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